Catch-up Tutoring for Reading, Spelling and Writing - suitable for
Reception to Year 6 and Key Stage 3
An advantage of the systematic synthetic phonics programme Sound Discovery® is the small group
catch-up methodology which makes tutoring costs economical. In addition, the lesson plans,
accompanying resources, texts and stories can be used with as many children as necessary as virtually
all the materials are photocopiable, which significantly reduces the cost of resources.

Catch-up Training Package: (special price @ 50% discount for this catch-up government initiative) £250
•
•
•
•
•

5 PowerPoint Modules with embedded audio and video. 2 ¾ hours.
Modules last about 30 minutes and are ideal for twilight and home learning
For single schools to train as many staff or tutors as needed
Training PPTs can remain in purchasing school indefinitely for refresher training and revision
Separate webinars for discussion with authors available to purchase if needed

Tutor Pack:

£54.40

Provides:
• Manual which includes:
o Outline of programme
o Photocopiable sound cards for teaching the alphabet
o Photocopiable sound cards for teaching the initial code digraphs
o Photocopiable sound cards for teaching advanced code graphemes
o Photocopiable syllable and morphological unit cards for teaching complex words
o Directions for modelled writing
o Quick and easy-to-use assessment for code knowledge and a summary form to record code
knowledge
• Placement Tests
o Quick and easy-to-use assessments for reading and spelling
o For placing children on the programme at the right level

Teaching Packs
There are three different levels. Each contains easy-to-teach prepared lesson plans, resources of word,
sentence and tricky word cards to teach each lesson plus decodable stories and texts, with writing and
comprehension activities. Virtually all are photocopiable.

Teaching Pack 1 for teaching the Initial Alphabetic Code:

£192.50

Provides:
• 2 Books of prepared lesson plans:
o 153 easy-to-follow lessons for teaching the alphabet and digraphs of the initial code at
sound, word and sentence levels
o Unique Snappy Lesson® structure which develops phonological awareness and has built-in
immediate practice, applying taught phonics to reading and writing down from dictation
o Extra well-structured, easy-to-follow lesson plans that can be readily used by tutors/
teaching assistants/teachers with the disadvantaged, SEN and severely dyslexic children
who will inevitably need more repetition and reinforcement than the average child
o Review lesson plans to fast track children who catch up more quickly and to provide
additional reinforcement for all pupils
o Extension lessons for children who can benefit from stretching to two-syllable words
• 2 packs of Resource materials providing:
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o 153 sets of photocopiable word and sentence cards for each lesson
o Photocopiable tricky word cards for each lesson
1 Handwriting book providing 26 photocopiable handwriting sheets for teaching letter formation
Decodable stories that are closely matched to the phonic progression – 40 photocopiable stories
Storybooks – a set of 12 King Wizzit storybooks

Teaching Pack 2 for teaching the Advanced Alphabetic Code:

£147.50

Provides:
• 2 Books of prepared lesson plans
o 80 easy-to-follow column sort lesson plans for teaching alternative spellings of the
advanced alphabetic code and helping children to make the correct spelling choices. One
book for alternative vowel graphemes and the other for alternative consonant graphemes.
o Built-in practice for applying phonics to reading words and sentences and writing down
words and sentences from dictation
• 2 packs of Resource materials providing:
o 80 sets of photocopiable word and sentence cards for each lesson
o Photocopiable tricky word cards for use in the lessons
• Decodable stories that are closely matched to the phonic progression:
o 3 books of Phoneme Spotter Stories with 26 photocopiable stories for spotting alternative
graphemes and for reading and with activities for writing and comprehension
o 1 Precision Monitoring and Speed Reads Book, Book 2 – for developing reading fluency
and with 16 photocopiable stories and texts for reading and with activities for writing and
comprehension to support alternative vowel graphemes.
• For the weakest children there are, in addition, 80 classic lesson plans and resources for teaching
each alternative spelling in sequence, which can be purchased separately for £82.50.

Teaching Pack 3 for teaching complex words using syllables and morphology:

£72.50

Provides:
• 1 Book of prepared lesson plans
o 23 informative teaching notes for each lesson
o 23 prepared lesson plans for teaching children syllables, syllable division and morphological
units
o Built-in practice for applying this knowledge to reading words and sentences and writing
down words and sentences from dictation
• 1 pack of Resource materials providing:
o 23 sets of syllable and morphological unit cards for each lesson
o Photocopiable tricky word cards for use in the lessons
• Decodable stories that are closely matched to the teaching progression:
o 1 Precision Monitoring and Speed Reads Book, Book 3 – for developing reading fluency
and with 15 fiction and non-fiction stories containing complex words with alternative
consonant graphemes and with activities for comprehension; 12 fiction and non-fiction
stories containing complex words with polysyllables and morphological units. These fiction
and non-fiction stories also have activities for comprehension.
•

The Words and Sentences Handbook, 2 is also useful when teaching polysyllabic words £25.

For e-learning catch-up training: enquiries and purchase from Marlynne Grant and Jackie Day at
training@syntheticphonics.net, Telephone: 0117 962 267
For all resources: enquiries and purchases are from Synthetic Phonics Ltd. www.syntheticphonics.net,
sales@syntheticphonics.net, Telephone 0117 962 2670.
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